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1. Make a report on Annual Speech Competition at your University. (300-350 words) 

 
Name of Reporter; MUHAMMAD SAYYAM NIAZ 
Institute; IQRA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 
Activity Headlines; ANNUAL SPEECH COMPETITION 
Date of Activity; FEB 2020 
Place of activity; AUDITORIUM 05 
 
 
     The IQRA NATIONAL UNIVERSITY oraganized an ANNUAL SPEECH CCOMPETITION among the 
students in the auditorium 05 in morning time to promte the speaking sklls in the students.Inthis 
competition students were asked to freely participate and expree their views on different topics. Many 
students participated in this speech competition and prepared their speeches on different topics.this 
speech competition held in auditorium where students along with their parents were gathered for the 
competition. 
  
       The competition was started and the opening speech was spelled by the chairman where he said to 
student tha you all should be well prepared and wished all the students best of luck for the 
competition.The competition started and tyhe students come one by one to the stage deliver their 
speech. After half time their was a break and then te remaniny students give their speech. every on was 
well prepared and it was a tough competition and the audiance have alot to learn about the important 
issues. 
 
       After a tough competetion it was the time to give prizes to the winners the chairman distributed the 
shields and medals to the winning students. Finnaly he delivers the closing speech that every student 
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was good well prepared and it was atough competition.He end his speech by saying that every student 
should participate in these kind of activities. 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 

2. Write a letter to your provincial Minister to provide food and shelter to flood-affected poor 
people in your province. ( 300 words) 

  PROVINCIAL MINISTER, 
  PM HOUSE,                                                                                     13 APRIL 2020 

  DEAR SIR, 

                     I am a pakistani student writing you a letter about food and shelter problem in 
the flood effected areas of pakistan. as you know that recently their was haevy rain in 
different parts of pakistan due to this many areas were flooded and many houses of poor 
people were destroyed.And their is also very shortage of food there because roads are 
flooded sothey cannot access the food. 
          As you know that they are very poor and they cannot afford the food so it is requested 
that kindly supply some food and shelter to the poor people. they need help because they 
cannot afford the food and shelter. 
      I shall be very thankfull to you if you provide food and shelter to the poor people of the 
flood effected areas. 

  YOURS SINCERELY,  
  MUHAMMAD SYYAM NIAZ 
     16918 
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3. Describe a picture in your own words and suggest a title. (300 words) 
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                                  ROAD ACCIDENT 
  
 I can see a picture of a road accident. I can see that the road is very busy and many people are 
going to their respected place in a hurry.I can see that in middle of the picture their is a bus which 
is carrying  passeneger to their respected locations. I  can see that the bus hits a boy very badly 
who was riding a bicycle and was hit by the bus very badly .HE was a student going tohis school 
after he got hit by hit bus he lying on the ground injured asking for help his book are lying on the 
middle of the road along with his bicycle.  
      On the top right sidei can see some people are walking on the foot path going to their respected 
location. there are some houses on the road side. on the left side i can see husband and wife sitting 
on the sccoter watching the accident between the bus and the bicycle . the bicycle was ffully 
dameges and the boy lying on the ground was very injured. 
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